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First, here is a little explanation of my judging procedure, concerning my desire to have dogs 
face in towards me in the centre of the ring. This affords me the opportunity to compare the 
relative proportions of the exhibits in terms of body width, but also in terms of how wide the 
head is and how well it fits the body. The emphasis here is on proportion. We all know there 
is no height limitation (at least for standard Bull Terriers) so it is important to evaluate all sizes 
of entries for their relative proportions, and not merely pick the largest and most massive 
dogs. It seemed many exhibitors were not prepared for this procedure, but it is an integral 
element of my evaluation, and I appreciated your cooperation. Thank you! 
 

BULL TERRIER 
 

DOGS 
 
Baby 
1 BALGAY JETHRO (Shirvin Nostra Darmus - Ch Shirvin Venecian Princess) 
Breeders/Owners: R & R Eyers 
Nicely marked black brindle dog, short backed and soundly constructed. Needs to grow into 
his ears which could be higher set. Muzzle could be fuller, but profile is smoothly curved. 
Strong underjaw and correct bite save for a tight canine. Strong pasterns and tight feet 
enabled him to confirm his construction as demonstrated by sound movement. Good topline, 
and nice outline overall. 

Minor 
5 HELLOFABULL DEVILS GENERAL (Bullroy BK Jack - Hellofabull Dark Angel) 
Breeders/Owners: B & R Campbell 
Upstanding regular brindle and white with a short back, lovely topline and tail set. Well 
balanced, with good angles. Nicely set shoulder, with reachy, strong neck. Strong, well-turned 
head with good depth of muzzle and more width to the muzzle than #3. Lovely expression 
and moved well both ways. 
3 BULLPATCHY ROYAL REFLECTION (Bullroy BK Jack - Bullpatchy Rivers Run) 
Breeder/Owner: Bullpatchy Kennels 
Upstanding white boy with less muzzle width than #5 and not quite as clean front 
construction. Strong, reachy neck and short backed, with excellent bone, but tail set slightly 
high. Not as compact or ‘one piece’ on the move. Head has much quality with smooth 
curvature, neat ears, and a lovely eye all contributing to an attractive expression. 
6 HULIA JUMPING JACK FLASH (Hulia Red Baron - Hulia Minnie The Moocher) 
Breeder/Owner V Frith 
This black brindle without much white marking was more immature than the first two. He has 
a nice shape and proportion in outline, but lacks width at present. Similarly his muzzle is a bit 
narrow and could have more depth, but he has a lovely expression enhanced by well-set 
ears, and his profile is smooth and unbroken. Neck a little short, but correct topline and tailset 
with good forechest and excellent rear angulation. 
 

Puppy 
8 BULROARUS BAD BOY BORIS (Bullpatchy River Man - Bulroarus Barbie Doll) 
Breeder/Owner: T Wiseman 
Very compact brindle and white with a spot on his back, otherwise nicely marked. Has lots of 
substance and bone for his size, with great body width and depth. Short backed, with well-set 
shoulder, good topline and tailset, and well angled rear. Moved jauntily, propelled by a strong 
rear, but not quite as clean in front. Nice length and curve of head with good width, a pleasing 
expression and correct bite. Strong pasterns, but a little slackness in feet. 
9 YANDOMIR KAUZIN KAOS (Bullpatchy River Man - Yandomir Daisy Duke) 
Breeder/Owner: T Yeoh 
Strongly built (all) white boy of good substance. Of similar body construction to #8, but lacked 
#8’s unbroken curve of head. He is also slightly under, and his ears could be set higher, but 
he has a well set eye and good expression overall. His virtues are in his construction, with his 



front especially well put together. He has a nicely arched neck and a strong, well angled rear 
and short hocks, strong pasterns and neat feet, Very clean movement in front. 
7 BULLROY THE ONE (Bullroy BK Jack - Ch Bullroy High Maintenance) 
Breeders/Owners: S & S Humphrey 
Suffered in comparison to the first two being a bit more upstanding and also in respect to 
body volume and overall density. Nevertheless, he has a pleasing outline with a nicely curved 
head, albeit lacking some of the width of #8 and #9. Well set ears, a keen eye, and correct 
bite are positive head attributes. He has a correct topline but tailset a little high, and 
possesses good rear angulation. Moved well both ways. 

Junior 
All three of my placements are white dogs: all have correct bites, strong pasterns, and neat 
feet. 
11 BULLROY MY BUDDY RIPPER (Delphinus Big Daddy Cool - Bullroy Blingity Bling) 
Breeders/Owners:  S & S Humphrey 
This is a big upstanding dog with good proportions, including a short loin, well balanced with 
good body volume and good bone. Strong, reachy neck leading into a correct topline and 
tailset. Masculine head with of good length, a keen expression with well set eyes and ears, 
but could have more width of muzzle, Well-muscled, strong rear which he exhibits on the 
move.  
12 BULROARUS WOMANISER (Glenbull Muchacho - Bulroarus Pin Up Girl) 
Breeder/Owner: T Wiseman 
Lacking some of the substance and width of #11, he is nevertheless very well put together 
particularly in front where his shoulder set and arched neck are very pleasing. He is a bit long 
in loin, but has a well angled rear and moves well in both directions. His head has good length 
with a nice expression but a slight flatness in profile.  
10 CH BULLACKTIV SNOW WARRIOR (Bulrrush Gilbert of Putney - Bekmar Cher) 
Breeder/Owner: P Zullo 
A well balanced dog that could have more forechest and better rear angulation, however. 
Pleasing length and strength of neck. Piercing eye, but lacks some of the fill and underjaw of 
#’s 11 & 12. Nicely contoured head in profile, with good length. 

Intermediate 
15 ALUNDAY ANNIHILATOR (Jacamar Dream Time - Alunday Fortune Cookie) Breeders: L 
& T Hoare   Owners: L & T Hoare & M Steward 
Short backed, well rounded brindle and white dog with smooth, muscular curves. Perhaps a 
bit short on leg, but with good body width and volume. Strong well arched neck. Good length 
of head and smooth profile, and well set neat ears compose a pleasing head study. Clean 
front, strong rear with short hocks but a bit of a fall away arch over the croup. Solid, typey 
dog. 

Australian Bred 
17 BULLIMARVIC SIR MAJOR MORRIS (Xplodabull Head Honcho - Bulloneoas Gypsys 
Joker) Breeders/Owners: V & M Ogden 
This black brindle and white with pleasing collar and blaze, is a stallion of a dog, but in the 
final analysis there was just too much of him to reward further. Very compact, with 
tremendous body volume, squarish in outline with excellent bone. Nice topline and tailset, and 
rear is strong but could have more angles. His head is nicely curved, with very good width of 
muzzle, good earset and expression and a correct bite. Strong pasterns. 
18 BULROARUS POWER GAMES (Glenbull Muchacho - Bulroarus Pin Up Girl) 
Breeder/Owner: T Wiseman 
A nicely proportioned white dog with brindle left eye and ear. Head has a slight flatness in the 
middle of the profile, but he has excellent width of muzzle to add to a correct bite, and a 
pleasing expression. While lacking the body volume of #17, he is fairly robust in his own right, 
with good bone, a nicely arched and strong neck, a good shoulder set, topline and tailset, all 
set on strong pasterns and neat feet. Moved well both ways, but could have more rear 
angulation. 
19 CH BULRRUSH GILBERT OF PUTNEY (Ch Bulroarus Mischief Maker - : Ch Bulrrush 
Black I Pea) Breeder/Owner: P Prott 
This white dog with brindle ears excels in front construction and expression. However, I found 
him to be slightly long in loin and with a flattish topline (and higher tailset) which, for me, 
spoiled his outline. He has an excellent eye, but lacks some of the muzzle width of #’s 17 and 
18. With good bone, and well set shoulder and good forechest, he sets up nicely on strong 
pasterns. Confirming this construction, he moves very cleanly in front.  

Open 
21 BULLPATCHY RIVER MAN (Delphinus Big Daddy Cool - Bullpatchy Kenzy) 
Breeder/Owner: Bullpatchy Kennels 



This dog’s compactness and slightly better width of muzzle carried the day in a competitive 
class. He is an upstanding white dog with much bone and body volume, yet compact in body 
with excellent balance. Prominent forechest with lovely angles both fore and aft, though could 
have a more muscular thigh. Strong head of good length with enough fill on a well-muscled, 
nicely arched neck. His well-set eye emphasises a keen expression, although his ears could 
be set more on top. Strong pasterns and neat feet aided his sound movement. Exceptional 
width of body and bone. 
22 BULLROY SIMPLY EPIK (Bullroy BK Jack - Bullroy Cher Ching) Breeders/Owners: S & S 
Humphrey 
Upstanding dog with lovely, sweeping head profile and good reach of neck. Nice eye and 
good expression, but lacking in muzzle width. Well set front with good bone, but a somewhat 
‘two piece’ outline on the side gait due to some straightness in stifle.  
23 WAKATANG I AM THE WALRUS (UK Ch Emred Huntsman - Ch Wakatang American 
Dream) Breeders/Owners: H & B Marshall 
Somewhat smaller than his competitors, this dog’s front composition is good, showing some 
forechest. He has good strength in his neck if lacking the reach of #22. In profile, his head has 
length but shows some levelling off in the middle and his underjaw could be stronger; a keen 
eye and neat ears are plusses. 

 
Dog Challenge……….21  Reserve Dog Challenge……17 

 
 

BITCHES 
 

Baby Puppy 
This was the most fun class of the day, and what an array of nice puppies! Movement 
evaluation quickly became a non-starter, so I concentrated more on body structure and head 
quality. There was much to recommend each puppy in the class, so those that didn’t place 
should not be too disappointed. All three of my choices were white, and at this stage of their 
development, here is what I saw: 
28 BULLPATCHY POLLYANNA (Bulroarus Womaniser - Bullpatchy Riviera) 
Breeders/Owners: Bullpatchy Kennels 
I loved her compactness and density, and she even had pleasing proportions at present. A 
really pretty head with good turn and fill added to the appeal of her balanced body with its well 
set shoulder and well-turned stifle. 
25 BULLPATCHY POWER TO HYPNOTIZE (Bullroy BK Jack - Bullpatchy Pajama Girl) 
Breeders/Owners: Bullpatchy Kennels 
More upstanding and slightly narrower in body than #28, she presents squareness of outline 
with elegance and strength in the neck. Nice curve of head also. 
26 BULLPATCHY CAST ASPELL ON YOU (Bullroy BK Jack - Bullpatchy Pajama Girl) 
Breeders/Owners: Bullpatchy Kennels 
Her body type is in between that of the first two. With similarly good proportions, strength of 
neck, good topline and well-turned stifle, her third place was due to less muzzle width than 
the top two. 

Minor 
32 HELLOFABULL WHOS THAT GIRL (Bullroy BK Jack - Hellofabull Dark Angel) 
Breeders/Owners: B & R Campbell 
This very promising, nicely marked brindle and white youngster has an appealing combination 
of elegance, structure, and head quality and already has good balance and proportion. She 
has a very strong, well-turned rear and has strength, length and elegance of neck. Her head 
is smoothly contoured, of good length, and has excellent depth plus a strong underjaw, but 
with a slight mouth fault.  
31 APARAGON BLACK SAPPHIRE (Ch Alunday Hoodlum - Ch Aparagon Invincible Spirit) 
Breeders/Owners: S Hodgson & A Matthews 
This dark brindle and white is a strong bitch overall with good width and depth of body, a 
strong, well filled head, and good bone for her size. Her ears are not fully up at present and 
could be higher set, but she has a pleasing oval shape to her head from in front. Her rear is 
strongly muscled, and she used it well on the move. I also liked her depth of brisket, the width 
of her body between the elbows, and her prominent forechest. 
33 HULIA FAR AWAY EYES (Hulia Red Baron - Hulia Minnie The Moocher) Breeder/Owner: 
V Frith 
This nicely marked tricolour is quite well proportioned, but is somewhat ‘two-piece’ on side 
gait. She has a good shoulder set, topline and tailset, and has adequate turn of stifle, and has 
nice overall body lines added to good width of body. While her head has good length and is 
enhanced by well-set ears and alertness of expression, it is a bit lacking in muzzle strength. 



Puppy 
35 BULLROY SHES A CRACKER (Bullroy BK Jack - Ch Bullroy High Maintenance) 
Breeders/Owners: S & S Humphrey 
This white bitch with a brindle right eye patch combines elegance with strength in a compact 
body. She is squarish in outline with a strong, well turned rear. Her forehand is quite 
appealing having a prominent forechest, nicely set shoulder, and long, strong, nicely arched 
neck. Beautifully curved head in profile, with a varminty eye and well set ears combining to 
provide lovely expression. A worthy runner up to the Bitch Challenge winner. 
34 BRASSHEAD RIVER QUEEN (Bullpatchy River Man - Ch Sirram Queen of the North) 
Breeders/Owners: Brasshead Kennels 
This white bitch is quite eye catching in outline, combining density of structure with enough 
contour in head, neck and body. She is stronger in front than in rear with prominent forechest 
and good body volume. Her head is nicely turned, if a tad small compared to the rest of her, 
lacking some underjaw. She has a mouth fault, and while her expression is pleasing, the left 
brindle eye patch is distracting. 
37 YANDOMIR INDIGO ASSASSIN (Bullpatchy River Man - Yandomir Daisy Duke) 
Breeder/Owner: T Yeoh 
This all white bitch presents a dramatic picture standing with the almost excessive curvature 
in her head together with her voluminous body. However, she revealed some unsoundness 
on the move, paddling a bit in front and showing slackness in the rear. Her head draws your 
attention with its downface, well-set narrow eye and well placed ears, but her muzzle is rather 
narrow and she is slightly under.  

Junior 
39 HELLOFABULL ROYAL BLISS (Delphinus Big Daddy Cool - Hellofabull Dark Angel) 
Breeders/Owners: B & R Campbell 
White bitch carrying brindle on one ear and above the left eye. She has classic lines 
combining smooth transitions in a strongly muscled body, with lovely matching angles front 
and rear, and a short back. Her well set shoulder, and clean, straight front are exemplary, and 
she has just the right body width and density for her size. She has a well turned and filled 
head with a correct bite, and a strong, elegantly arched neck. Excellent breed type 
throughout, allied to clean movement, earned her the Bitch Challenge certificate. 
38 CH BULLACKTIV EMPIRE OF THE SUN (Ch Bulrrush Gilbert of Putney - Bekmar Cher) 
Breeder: P Zullo   Owner: P Prott 
White bitch with a red left ear patch. This one is a sound as a bell. While lacking some of the 
overall curvature and elegance of #39, she oozes quality in a somewhat understated way. 
Lovely length and turn of head, with good fill and pleasing expression. Well balanced front to 
rear with matching angles, and a well-constructed rear which she used effectively on the 
move; indeed her movement was good overall.  
41 ROHMAHN DREAM WOMAN (Jacamar Dream Time - Huddo LA Woman) Breeder: S 
Thompson    Owners: A Sutcliffe/P Lachmund 
This is an all white bitch with very good body volume and bone, but slightly long in proportion. 
She is well-muscled with a strong neck and strong rear being worthy of note. Could have 
more forechest, and consequently her front movement was not as clean as #’s 39 and 38. 
Nicely curved head with a keen eye, but slightly under and lacking in both muzzle volume and 
underjaw. 

Intermediate 
46 SHIRVIN JENNIFER JUNIPER (Shirvin Ace High - Shirvin Zulu Princess) 
Breeders/Owners: V & S Healand 
This white bitch has excellent balance and body proportions. She is upstanding, yet short 
backed with pleasing arch over the loin. Good layback of shoulder is matched by a well 
turned, muscular rear, and her neck is gracefully arched, long and strong. With a beautifully 
smooth downface, keen eye and correct bite, she only lacked a bit more power in the muzzle. 
45 HULIA LULU (Datoneis The Light Tapper - Hulia Minnie The Moocher) Breeder/Owner: V 
Frith 
This is a compact black bridle with smooth muscular curves, so she is very pleasing in outline. 
She is muscular in the neck, which has a pleasing arch. She has more proportionate width of 
body than #46, but betrayed poor construction with loose front movement and closeness in 
the rear. Nevertheless, her unbroken head profile matches the curves elsewhere, but despite 
her muzzle lacking some width and depth, she has a nice expression enhanced by neat ears. 
Bite is under. 
47 WAKATANG RIVER OF DREAMS (UK Ch Emred Daredevil - Wakatang Dream Weaver) 
Owner: H Boyce   Breeders: H & B Marshall 
Sturdy red smut with good front construction but a little long in proportion. She has a good 
shoulder set, with visible forechest brisket well let down, and good width to the chest. Strongly 
muscled in the neck but a tad short there, she lacks some of the overall shapeliness of #’s 46 



and 45. Pleasing curve and length of head which is nicely marked giving her an appealing 
expression. Mouth off. Tail is set a little high, and movement is only adequate. 

Australian Bred 
49 CH WAKATANG AMERICAN DREAM (Am Ch Rhydaman Frosty (NDL) - Hulia 
Pocahontas) Owner: S Johnson    Breeders: H & B Marshall 
Nicely balanced, very compact white bitch with a left eye patch. Lovely head in profile with 
nice curve, pleasing expressions with good width to the head and a correct bite. Beautiful 
body proportions with prominent forechest, nicely arched neck, correct topline and tailset, and 
well angled rear. Good body width and bone for her size. 
48 BULROARUS GINGER BREAD (Ch Bulroarus Mischief Maker - Bulroarus Devil Inside) 
Breeder/Owner: T Wiseman 
Immediately got my attention on the go around with her ‘one piece’ jaunty movement 
propelled powerfully from the rear. Coming, however, she ‘paddled’ quite a bit revealing poor 
front construction, and she was a bit close in the rear. This red smut has desirable substance, 
a correct topline and strong neck. Her head is well curved and she has nice expression  

Open 
51 HULIA BELLA (Datoneis The Light Tapper - Hulia Minnie The Moocher) Owner: D 
Patterson    Breeder: V Frith 
Dense, very compact dark brindle and white bitch with muscular, smooth body contours. 
Feminine, but strong, gently curved head of good length, correct bite, but a slight brow. 
Strong, nicely arched neck. Excels in body width and depth, and balances a prominent 
forechest with a strongly, well angled rear. Good bone for her size. Moved well both coming 
and going. 
52 SHIRVIN ICE CRYSTAL (Shirvin Ace High - Shirvin Tru Colours) Breeders/Owners: V & S 
Healand 
Muscular white bitch with brindle over the left ear. More upstanding and slightly longer in 
proportion than #51. Strong, reachy, well arched neck, with nice arch over the loin but a bit 
too much fall off over the croup. Quality head of good length with smooth profile, a keen eye, 
and a correct bite but could have more power in the muzzle. 
50 BULLPATCHY RIVIERA (Bullpatchy River Man - Bullpatchy Dottie) Breeders/Owners: 
Bullpatchy Kennels 
Compact, substantial white bitch, quite eye catching in profile with her smooth, muscular 
curves. However, I did not find her front construction to my liking, which was confirmed on the 
move. Rear movement was a bit close, although she is strongly muscled there. Strong neck 
of good length, correct topline and tailset, are other positive body characteristics. Head is 
nicely curved, and she has a nice expression, but her muzzle could have more power.  
 

Bitch Challenge……….39 Reserve Bitch Challenge………35 
 
 

BULL TERRIER 
 
 Best of Breed   …39……. 
 
 Runner Up Best of Breed  …21……. 
 
 Best Baby Puppy   …28……. 
 
 Best Minor Puppy   …32……. 
 
 Best Puppy   .…8…….. 
  
 Best Junior   …39……. 
 
 Best Intermediate   …15……. 
 
 Best Australian Bred  …49……. 
 
 Best Open    …21……. 



BULL TERRIER (MINIATURE) 
 
I feel it would be remiss of me to pass up the opportunity to comment on the height of the 
miniatures. There was not one entry that was within the recommended height, not even the 
youngsters. I am fully aware of the reason for this, but I have to ask whether it may now be 
time for the stud book to be closed to interbreeding with standards. Other countries seem to 
now be controlling the genetic problems without recourse to this, so perhaps it is time to focus 
on the height issue as a matter of priority. As evidenced by the breed type in the exhibits 
shown to me, it would seem that you have enough good material to be going on with without 
having to rely on the standards. Just a thought…. 
With all the exhibits being over size, height was never a deciding factor in my judging. So, 
here are the critiques, based on other elements. 
 

DOGS 
 

Minor 
Both are brindle and white dogs. 
53 BALGAY SOMETHING ABOUT HANK (Melarbro Me Brudda - Balgay Brandy Belle) 
Breeders/Owners: R & R Eyers 
The larger of the two being about 16”, but with excellent bone and very good proportionate 
width and depth of body. Strong, masculine head with good width of muzzle but one 
instanding canine. Good overall outline with a strong, muscular neck, and good topline and 
tailset allied to a well-muscled and nicely angled rear. Strong pasterns. 
54 CHAYLOTTE CHARMING (Gr Ch Bullacktiv Spotted Owl - Ch Bullyloaded Black Magic) 
Breeder: L Growden    Owners: D & K Manna 
Closer to size at about 15”. I liked his proportion despite a very upright shoulder, since he 
projects a short backed outline. Lighter in substance and width than #53, he nevertheless 
possesses good length pf neck and pleasing topline, and stands nicely on strong pasterns. 
His poor front construction was confirmed on the move. He has an alert look from the front 
enhanced by neat, well set ears but has some flatness in profile and instanding canines, but 
has good depth to the head. 

Puppy 
55 AELFHERE DANCE WITH THA DEVIL (Gr Ch Bullacktiv Spotted Owl - Avindie Hot 
Gossip) Breeders: D & T Mortimer   Owner: A Sharpe 
Despite lacking balance between front and rear, this white, somewhat Dalmatian style, dog 
with two brindle ears has a lot to recommend him. He reveals sound construction with clean 
movement both front and back, and has nice forechest and good angle in the rear. He lacks 
some of the required body width and depth, befitting his sub-type which is also exemplified by 
a reachy neck, strong pasterns and short hocks. His head has some flatness in profile, but 
has pleasing length and depth with well-set ears, and good expression. Good bone for his 
size. 

Intermediate 
56 CH BULLACKTIV TWO MOON (Sugarbaye So Im Finn McCool - Ch Bullactiv Walks In 
Water) Breeder: P Zullo     Owners: S & C Craven 
One of the stars of the show, and were it not for his extra length of back and losing his topline 
on the move, would have been more rewarded then his Reserve Dog Challenge. This brindle 
and white has a lot of breed virtue including much substance and bone. He has a lovely 
square front with excellent depth of chest, very clean on the move. Very strong head, with 
excellent width, smooth downface, and good expression. Nicely marked. 
57 URUBU AREDIAN (Bullypins Kaimos (UK) - Ch Urubu Miss Mardi) Breeder/Owner: D 
Kidner 
This white dog’s front is quite well put together but he has too much arch over the loin. He is 
also longer in proportion than desired. There is a slight flatness in head profile, but he has 
good length to his head, a keen eye and excellent underjaw. Bone matches his size. Carries 
brindle on his left ear. 

Australian Bred 
59 URUBU GAIUS (Bullypins Kaimos (UK) - Ch Urubu Miss Mardi) Breeder/Owner: D Kidner 
In placing this white dog first in the class, I was swayed by his sound construction, and 
overlooked the coloured mark at the base of his tail. Confirming this, he moved well both 
coming and going. While I would prefer less arch over the loin on the move, he presented a 
balanced outline standing. When examined closely, his head has enough curve to offset the 
slight evidence of a brow. His eye markings are unfortunate in that the colour around the eye 
rims make the eyes seem ‘kinder’ than they are.  



58 CH BULLACKTIV GHOST WARRIOR (Sugarbaye So Im Finn McCool - Ch Bullactiv 
Walks In Water) Breeder/Owner: P Zullo 
This is a substantial brindle and white with excellent bone, but reveals a lack of soundness 
both front and rear on the move. Very strong at the front, with a muscular neck, and a 
masculine head of good width with neat, well-set ears and a good expression but a mouth 
fault. 

Open 
60 GR CH BULLACKTIV SPOTTED OWL (Sugarbaye So Im Finn McCool - Ch Bullactiv 
Walks In Water) Breeder/Owner: P Zullo 
This is a substantial and fairly large brindle and white dog with lovely markings. He is 
extremely well put together with the slight exceptions of a bit too much length in back and 
some flatness in topline. That aside, there is so much to like about him particularly his rear 
construction which is exceptionally strong with a correct tail set, good angulation, strongly 
muscled thighs, and lovely short hocks. His head has much quality and is strong and 
masculine having a smoothly curved profile, width of muzzle, neatly set ears, and pleasing 
expression overall. Correct bite. His neck is strong, with just the right amount of arch and 
length, and he has exceptional bone. Moved well both ways. 
61 CH KAHMINS HARVEST MOON (Ch Stardom Up Boyz - Kerken Strawbery Kisses) 
Breeder/Owner: K Hellsten 
Attractive black brindle and white with a short back and good topline but high tailset and 
carriage. Lacked the proportionate width of #60, but with good body depth, and very good 
reach of neck. His head is well filled and with neat, well-set ears he has a pleasing 
expression; in comparison to #60, he could have more depth of muzzle while #60 had more of 
an unbroken profile. 

 
Dog Challenge……….60 Reserve Dog Challenge…56 
 
 

BITCHES 
 

Minor 
64 CHAYLOTTE REDWOOD ORIGINAL (Gr Ch Bullacktiv Spotted Owl - Ch Bullyloaded 
Black Magic) Breeder / Owner: L Growden 
This brindle bitch is almost a solid, with white only on the extremities of her feet, on the chest 
and at the end of her nose. She has an elegance and correctness of structure with good 
forechest, and correct topline and tailset, but is slightly long in proportion. She earned her 
placement due to a better head featuring a smoother profile with more depth of muzzle than 
#65. Nice expression. 
65 CHERRYPIEAP GYPSY DIAMONDS (Shrinkabull The Darkside - Pagwin Cherry Pie) 
Breeder / Owner: A Pringle 
Squarer, and more compact then #64, this tri-colour bitch has good substance with good body 
volume and good width. Nicely constructed in rear with good angles, strong thighs, and well-
set on tail. Muzzle lacked a little in power, and her eye could be keener, but her well set ears 
helped provide an appealing look. 

Puppy 
68 HULIA ZACS GIRL (Pagwin Little Big Man - Hulia Red Cloud) Breeder: V. Frith     
Owners: R & R Eyers 
Truly a Bull Terrier in miniature, this white bitch oozes quality from stem to stern. Starting from 
her dramatic, but not excessive downface, through a reachy, well-arched neck into well set 
shoulders, she presents a stunning picture. She has depth, width, and substance of body, 
with pleasing forechest. Her stifles are nicely turned, and she has correct set on of tail. Her 
muzzle is well filled and she has a correct bite. A minor criticism would be a bit too much 
length of loin, but she is a bitch of real quality that fits my image of combining a muscular, 
substantial structure with pleasing curves that flow together in good balance. 
66 CHERRYPIEAP LOYIS NATHALLY (Shrinkabull The Darkside - Pagwin Cherry Pie) 
Breeder/Owner: A Pringle 
Much quality in this tri-colour with very little white on her, but doesn’t have quite the substance 
nor flowing outline of #68. I found her side view and proportion to be quite appealing, with her 
forechest and front angles being matched by a strong rear. Nicely curved head of good depth, 
with well-set ears and correct bite. Not quite the layback of shoulder of #68, and with just 
enough curve over the loin without being excessive. 
69 KAHMINS ORIENTAL SPICE (Kahmins Oriental Moon - Ch Kahmins Electric Tango) 
Breeder: K Hellsten     Owners: K Hellsten/K Harper/D McIntyre 
A smaller, more terrier type white bitch with brindle on the inside of her ears, she has great 
width and depth of body for her size. Her main assets are her substantial body, well-set 



shoulder, and lovely, strong arched neck. While her head has length and smooth profile and a 
correct bite, she lost out a bit to her rivals by lacking width and strength in the muzzle. Could 
have more turn of stifle. 

Intermediate 
71 CH SARILUDA A FLASH OF SUNSHINE (Ch Irazistabull Fatboy Slim - Ch Speiread 
Sweet Sunshine) Breeder: Sariluda Kennels     Owner: S Moile 
Fairly close to the recommended size, this white bitch with a brindle left eye patch has much 
strength in a muscular, substantial body but with a little too much roach over the loin and fall-
away in the croup area. Her head is a little small for her body, and has some flatness in profile 
with a hint of a brow, but is enhanced with well-set ears. Slightly wry bite. Her main assets are 
in her body, which is quite substantial, with good forechest and good layback of shoulder. She 
is very strongly built in the rear and has powerful rear movement though not as clean in front 
perhaps due to a short upper arm. 

Australian Bred 
73 CH KAHMINS ELECTRIC TANGO (Ch Stardom Up Boyz - Kerken Strawbery Kisses) 
Breeder / Owner: K Hellsten 
If there were prizes for the best coat and top physical condition, this black brindle and white 
bitch would have won both. As close to the recommended size as was shown today, she also 
has great substance and sound construction. Perhaps a tad long in proportion, she has a 
nicely laid back shoulder, solid topline and good strength and angle in the rear. A strong, well 
arched neck adds to the front composition. Her head profile is smooth and well turned, and is 
complemented by erect ears, pleasing expression and good depth of muzzle though she has 
one instanding canine. 
72 GR CH BULLACKTIV APACHE TEARDROP (Sugarbaye So Im Finn McCool  - Ch 
Bullactiv Walks In Water) Breeder / Owner: P Zullo 
This brindle and white bitch presents a pretty picture standing. She has substance, and much 
strength and elegance through the neck area, but is a bit too long in body and somewhat 
straight in stifle. Lack of soundness was revealed on the move, as she lost her topline on side 
gait, paddled a bit in front, and was too close in the rear. Her virtues are more concentrated at 
the front, with that pretty neck, and a head with a smoothly turned profile, closely set, erect 
ears, good strength in the muzzle with a correct bite. Lost out due to the better construction 
and compactness of #73 

Open 
74 URUBU LADY MORGANA (Bullypins Kaimos (UK) - Ch Urubu Miss Mardi) Breeder / 
Owner: D Kidner 
I liked the balance on this black brindle and white bitch, being just off square in outline. She 
has pleasing body structure in profile but lacks some width. Smoothly contoured from the 
neck through the topline to tailset – neck has good length and slight arch, and there is a 
correct arch over the loin leading to a correct tailset. Just enough bone for her size, with neat 
feet, strong pasterns, and strong hocks. Her rear has just enough angulation. On the 
downside, her head shows a bit of a brow and there is some flatness in profile, with a 
somewhat open eye, but it has good width, well placed ears and correct bite. 

 
 
Best Bitch……….68   Reserve Best Bitch………66. 
 
 
 

BULL TERRIER (MINIATURE) 
 
 
 Best of Breed    …60……. 
 
 Runner Up Best of Breed  …68……. 
 
 Best Baby Puppy   …………. 
 
 Best Minor Puppy   …64……. 
 
 Best Puppy    …68……. 
  
 Best Junior    …………. 
 
 Best Intermediate   …56……. 
 



 Best Australian Bred   …73……. 
 
 Best Open    …60……. 



ALL BULL TERRIERS 
 
 
 
 Best In Show   …39……. 
 
 Runner Up Best In Show  …21……. 
 
 
 Best Baby Puppy   …28……. 
 
 Best Minor Puppy   …32……. 
 
 Best Puppy   …8..……. 
  
 Best Junior   …39……. 
 
 Best Intermediate   …56……. 
 
 Best Australian Bred  …73……. 
 
 Best Open    …21……. 

 

 


